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0. INTRODUCTION 
Every ring in this paper is assumed to be commutative and noetherian. 
Let (R, n) be a local ring with maximal ideal II and M be a finitely 
generated R-module. The ith Betti number b:(M) of A4 is the integer 
dim,,, Tor”(M, R/n), which is also the rank of the ith module in the 
minimal R-free resolution of M. 
Our purpose in this paper is to study the sequence of Betti numbers over 
the local ring R, which is a homomorphic image of a local ring S. That is, 
R z S/I for some ideal I of S. The expression Rz S/I is “natural” in 
the following sense. Let R be the n-adic completion of R. Then 
b:(M) = bf(M@, R) for any finitely generated R-module M, since the 
n-adic completion I? of R is flat over R and nR is maximal ideal of 8. So 
if a “good” property is true for the sequence of Betti numbers over R, then 
it is also true over R. Accordingly, we may assume R is complete, then by 
Cohen structure theorem for complete local rings there exists a complete 
regular local ring (S, m) such that R z S/I for some ideal I of S. 
Depending on I, the behavior of the sequence of Betti numbers has been 
known as follows: 
THEOREM 0.1 [2, Theorem 4.11. If I is generated by a regular sequence. 
Then there exist real polynomials p(x) and q(x) of the same degree and with 
the same leading term such that 
p(i) < bf(M) d q(i), iB0. 
For an ideal I of a ring S, let 7 of I denote the integral closure of Z in 
S. That is, Tis the set of all elements a in S satisfying equation of the form 
am+alam-’ + . . . + c.t, = 0, cliEIi. 
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DEFINITION 0.2. (1) Let (S, m) be a local ring, Z and ideal of S and let 
J= (I :s m). We say that Z satisfies (ZZ,) if T# 7, and that Z satisfies (Hk) for 
k > 1 if for any prime p of height <k and for any prime p with depth 
s, G 1 (z+P)/P z v+ P)/P. 
(2) A local ring (R, n) is said to satisjj (Hk) for k 2 0, if R z S/Z for 
some local ring S and an ideal Z in S such that Z satisfies (Hk). 
Note that (ZZk) implies (Hi) for j = 0, 1, . . . . k. 
THEOREM 0.3 [4, Theorems 1.1 and 1.81. Zf Z satisfies (Hk) fur some 
k 2 0, then 
b;+ 1 (M) - bf (M) 2 k, i> 1. 
Therefore over a complete intersection a question of Ramras 
(Problem 0.5) has a positive answer and Theorem 0.3 give examples of such 
an answer. 
Problem 0.4 (L. Avramov; [l, (5.8)]). Is the sequence b”(M) even- 
tually nondecreasing for any finitely generated module M over the local 
ring R? 
Problem 0.5 (M. Ramras; [ 141). It is true that for an arbitrary finitely 
generated module over a local ring R, there are only two possibilities: 
either the sequence b”(M) is eventually constant, or lim, b:(M) = co ? 
Besides the possible asymptotic behavior of Betti numbers as stated 
above we study exponential growth of Betti numbers in this paper. 
DEFINITION 0.6 [3, Definition 1.11. Let M be a finitely generated 
module over the local ring (R, n). We say that the sequence of Betti 
numbers has exponential growth, if there exist real numbers 1~ A f Z3 such 
that we have the inequalities 
j=O 
If we can replace ~~=, bf (M) by bf (M) in the inequalities above, then 
we say the sequence of Betti numbers has strong exponential growth. An 
upper exponential bound B is known to exist for any finitely generated 
R-module (see, [ 10, Lemma in Sect. 11 or [3, (2.5 )] ). 
In Section 1, we introduce an integer c associated with a ring R of 
the form S/Z, such that for any finitely generated R-module M 
cb: (M) d biR, 2 (M), i > 1 (Theorem 1.1). So if c > 2, then for any finitely 
generated non-free R-module M the sequence b:(M) has strong exponen- 
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tial growth. For example, if edim Sa 2 and I is m-primary m-full ideal of 
S contained in m2, then c > 2. This c can be maximized by using a regular 
presentation, S-t R -+ 0. In this case, c has a binomial lower bound 
(Theorem 3.5). Note that m-full ideals form a larger class than integrally 
closed ideals due to a theorem of Goto (Theorem 3.4). 
In Section 2, we prove that c is invariant under any regular presentation 
S of R (Theorem 2.4(2)). 
1. EXPONENTIAL GROWTH OF BETTI NUMBERS 
In this paper [lo], Lescot studied rings of the form S/mJ as examples 
of Problem 0.5 and those of exponential growth of Betti numbers. If we 
consider rings of the form S/I and exploit the properties of the syzygy 
module K and its lifting L, then an integer c is derived for strong exponen- 
tial growth of Betti numbers. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let (S, m) be a local ring and R = SfI for an ideal I of S. 
Put J= (Z:,m) and c=dim,, mJ/m1. Then for any finitely generated 
R-module M 
cbf (M) Q b;+ 2 (M), i> 1. 
ProoJ: We may assume that c #O and M is not free, otherwise the 
assertion is trivial. Let i? = S/mI, b = b:(M) and K= syz’,+ l(M). Let 
rc: Rb + Rb be the natural projection and L = n-‘(K). Note that Ks mRb 
implies L E mRb, hence IL = 0, and L is an -R-module. Note that Kz LfII” 
and KImKr L/(IRb + mL). Thus 
p(L) = dim(L/mL) 
= p(K) + dim(liib + mL)/mL. 
Consider the short exact sequence of R-modules, 
0 -+ (I/mI)b + L --f K+ 0. 
This gives a long exact sequence on TorR(-, k) (k is the residue field S/m) 
Torf(K, k) + Tor,R((I,ml)b, k) + Tor,R(L, k) --, Torf(K, k) + 0. (1) 
Applying the length function I for (1) we obtain 
b:+,(M) = /(Torf(K, k)) 
2 b dim(l/m1) + p(K) -p(L) 
= b dim(l/ml) - dim(lRb + mL)/mL. 
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Note now that in the minimal free resolution of M over R one has 
d,(JRb) = Jdi(Rb) s JmRb” c IRbf+l = 0, 
Hence JRb c L. This implies that ( IEb + mL)/mL E IRb/( IEb n ml.) 
is a homomorphic image of Iiib/(IRb n mJE”) = Ii?‘/mJR”, hence 
dim(Iiib + mL)/mL < b dim(I/mJ). Therefore 
b:+?(M) > b dim(I/mI) - b dim(I/mJ) = cbf(M). 1 
From now on c will denote dim mJ/mI under the hypothesis of 
Theorem 1.1. 
Remark 1.2. (1) If c = 1, then for any finitely generated R-module &I 
the sequences bg(M)j, 1 and bfi+ ,(M), z 0 are nondecreasing. In this case 
Problem 0.5 has a positive answer, that is, the sequence b;(M) is even- 
tually constant, or limi b:(M) = co (see [ 10, Lemma on p. 2921). 
(2) If c 2 2, then for any finitely generated non-free R-module A4 the 
sequence b;(M) has strong exponential growth with a lower exponential 
bound A for any 1~ A < J. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let (S, m) be a local ring and R = S/mJ for arz ideal 
J of s. 
(1) IfmJZO, then c>l. 
(2) If J is m-primary, then c > dim S. 
Proof. Let I = mJ and J, = (I : m). Then 
c = dim(mJ,/mI) > dim(mJ/m’J). (2) 
(1) Suppose c =O, then mJ=m’J by (2). By Nakayama’s lemma 
mJ = 0, which contradicts the hypothesis of ( 1). 
(2) Suppose c <dim S - 1. Then the hypothesis of (2) implies that 
mJ=m’J+ cfi, . . . . f,), firm. 
This forces mJr (f,, . . . . f,). This is a contradiction since J is m-primary 
and ht(f,, . . . . f,)<dim S- 1. 1 
Due to Remark 1.2, a theorem of Lescot [ 10, Theorem A.31 is reproved 
(Proposition 1.3(l)) and examples of strong exponential growth have been 
provided (Proposition 1.3(2)). 
The next result complements Theorem 0.3. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let (S, m) be a local ring R = SjI for an ideal I of S. 
Zf I satisfies (Hk) for some k> 1, then CB k+ 1. In particular, for arzy 
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finitely generated tlon-free R-module A4 the sequence b:(M) is strictly 
increasing and has strong exponential growth with a lower exponential bound 
Aforany l<A<fl. 
ProoJ: Suppose c = dim mJ/mId k. Then we can express 
mJ=mZ+(fi, . . ..f.). 
Let p be a prime containing (fi, . . . . f,) and of height <k. Then 
mJ+p=ml+p. Hence 
(J+ P)/P = (1-t P)/P 
(use the determinant rick together with the fact that maximal ideal m/p is 
a faithful S/p-module). This contradicts (Hk). 1 
Remark 1.5. If Z is an irreducible m-primary ideal of a local ring (S, m) 
(that is, R = S/I is a O-dimensional Gorenstein ring) and p(m/l) > 2, then 
c = 0. In other words, mJ= ml where J= (I : m). This is due to an example 
of Eisenbud [S, Sect. 31: If (R, n) is a O-dimensional Gorenstein local ring 
with embedding dimension at least 2, then the Betti numbers bf(Mk) of 
M,+ = Hom,(syz?(R/n), R) are strictly decreasing for i = 0, . . . . k - 1. So if we 
let k > 4, then 
which is impossible if c B 1. 
The following examples show the independence of the two properties, 
c = 1 and (H,). 
EXAMPLE 1.6. (1) Let S= k[ [x, y]], the power series ring in two 
variables x and y over the field k, and let Z= (.x5, x4$, y”). Then J= 
(x5, x4y4, x3y5, y”), mI= (x6, .&I, xy6, y’) and mJ= (x6, x’y, x4y5, xy6, y’). 
Hence dim m/ml= 1. Whereas 7= 7, since x”y” and x3y5 are integral 
over I. 
(2) Let S= k[ [x, y]] and let I= (x4, x3y2, y’). Then J= (x4, x3y, 
X2Y4, Y’), mZ= (x5, x4y, .x~J,~, xy5, y”) and mJ= (x5, x4y, x3y2, xy’, y6). 
Hence dim mJ/m1= 1. Since ~‘y is not integral over 1, T# 1 
2. THE INVARIANCE OF TEST MODULES 
When (S, m) and (R, n) are local rings with an epimorphism f: S + R, 
I= kerf and J= (I :sm), we write C,(S, f) for J/T and c,(S, f) for 
dim mJ/mL For obvious reason (Theorem 0.3 and Theorem l.l), call J/fa 
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test module for nondecreasing of Betti numbers and mJ/ml a test module for 
strong exponential growth of Betti numbers. 
In this section, we study the invariance of CR(S .f) and c,(S .f ). 
In [4, Theorem 2.51, we partially established the invariance of the -- 
module J/I. L. Avramov has suggested to use “fiber product” to connect 
any two regular presentation of the local ring R. He then gives a complete 
answer for the invariance of the module J/17 The same idea also helps to 
obtain a complete answer for the invariance of dim mJ/ml under any 
regular presentation S of R. 
I express my gratitude to L. Avramov for his ideas and help. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (Si, mi)i, 1,2 and (R, n) be local rings with epimorphisms 
f and g 
s2 r, S, -5 R. 
(1) There is a surjection C,( S2, g 0 f) -+ C,(S, , g), which becomes an 
isomorphisnz when both S, and S, are regular. 
(2) c,(&, gcf)ac,(S,, g), and the equality holds if both S1 and S, 
are regular. 
Proo$ (1) [4, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.31. 
(2) Let I, = ker g, I2 = ker(gof) and Ji = (Ii :s, mi)i, 1,2. Note that 
f(m2Z2)=f(m2)f(lz)=mIII and f(m2J?)=f(m2)f(JZ)=mlJ,. Hence f 
induces a surjective homomorphism of vector spaces 
If both S1 and S, are regular, then it is enough to prove the lemma when 
dim S2 = dim S1 + 1. Then ker f = (x) for x E m - m2. Obviously, x E 12. Let 
m, = (x,, . . . . xd) where d = dim Sz. We may assume that x = xi. Note that 
ker7=m,lz+(m2J,n(x,)). 
However, 
(~~)nm~J~c(x,)n(x,, . . . . x,)*=(x:, x1x2, . . . . x,x~)E~,I,. 
Therefore ker T= m,l, and the desired conclusion of the lemma follows 
from this. 1 
We recall the fiber product of rings [S, 0,18.1.2], which will connect any 
two regular presentations of R. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. Let Si and R be rings (not necessarily neotherian) and 
fi: Si --, R be homomorphisms of rings (i = 1,2). Then the fiber product of 
Sr and S, over R through fi and f2, denoted by S, x R Sz, is the subring 
of the ring of the Cartesian product S, x S, such that 
s,x,s2= ((4 v)Ifi(x)=f2(1’), XESl, YES*). 
The restrictions pi: S, xR Sz -+ Si of the projections xi: S, x S2 -+ Si are 
called the canonical projections of the fiber product S, xR S2 (i= 1,2). 
The fiber product can be characterized by the following property: For a 
ring C and ring-homomorphisms qi: C + Si such that q1 0 fi = q2 ofz, there 
exists a unique homomorphism g: C + Sr xR S2 such that qi = pi” g 
(i = 1, 2). 
LEMMA 2.3 [S, 19.3.2.11. Let Si and R be rings and J;.: Si+ R be 
homomorphisms of rings (i = 1,2). 
(1) Iffi is surjective and S, and S, are noetherian, then S, xR S, is 
noetherian. 
(2) If Si and R are local rings and f. are local homomorphisms, then 
the canonical projections pi: S1 xR Sz -+ Si are local (i = 1,2). 
(3) If the conditions of (1) and (2) are satisfied and f2 is surjective, 
and if S, and S, are complete noetherian local rings, then S1 xR S2 is a 
complete noetherian local ring. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let (Si, mj) be complete regular local rings and (R, n) be 
a complete local ring with epimorphisms fi: Si --f R (i = 1, 2). Then 
(1) C,(S,~f,)=Cc,(S,~fz). 
(2) cR(sl,J;) = CR(S2Vf2). 
Proof By Lemma 3.6, the fiber product S, xR S, is a complete local 
ring with the surjective canonical projections pi: S, xR S2 + Si. Applying 
the Cohen structure theorem for complete local rings, we have a regular 
local ring S which maps onto Sr xR S2 by g. Hence we have the following 
diagram 
h S ’ *S1x,Sz-S,-R, i= 1, 2. 
Note that J;:, pi and g are all surjective. Now Lemma 2.1 implies that 
C,(S,,f,)=C,(S~f,~P,~g)=C,(S,f2oP2”g)~CcR(Sz~f2), 
cAS19 fl) = CR(S fl o Pl o g) = c‘dx ho P2 o g) = CR(S2, fib 
This finishes the proof of the theorem. 1 
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In view of the preceding result, we can now make the following 
definition: 
DEFINITION 2.5. If R is a local ring, and f: S -+ Z? is a Cohen presenta- 
tion with S regular, then we set C, = Cg(S, f) and cR = cg(S, f ). 
THEOREM 2.6. Let f: S -+ R be an epimorphism of local rings. 
(1) IfC,(S,f)#O, then C,#O. 
t2) CR(S,f)G cR. 
Proof. Since by definition CR 2 CR and cR = ck, we can assume both R 
and S are complete. Let T -+ S be a Cohen presentation with T regular 
local. Both statements now follow from Lemma 2.1. 1 
3. m-Fur.L IDEALS 
In this section we put more effort to broaden examples of strong 
exponential growth of Betti numbers. For the purpose of this we introduce 
some ideas initiated by D. Rees and studied by J. Watanabe and S. Goto. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Z be an ideal of a local ring (S, m j. Then 
(1) Assume first that the residue field S/m is infinite. Then Z is called 
m-full, if Z= (ml : x) for some x E S. When S/m is not necessarily infinite, 
let S’ be a local ring which is faithfully flat over S with infinite residue field 
and with mS' as maximal ideal. Then Z is called m-full if IS’ is mS’-full. 
(2) Z is said to have the Rees property, if pcls(Z) >ps(J) for any ideal 
J containing Z. 
LEMMA 3.2. Zf(mZ:x)=Z, then (Z:m)=(Z:x). 
Proof Obviously (I : m) c (I : x), while 
(Z:m)=(mZ:x):m=(mZ:m):xz(Z:x). 1 
THEOREM 3.3 [15, Theorem 31. Let (S, m) be a ZocaZ ring. Then an 
m-primary m-full ideaI has the Rees property. 
THEOREM 3.4 [7, Theorem 2.41. Let (S, m) be a local ring with S/m 
infinite. Zf an ideal Z is integrally closed, then I is m-fuzz or Z= ,/?@. 
In view of the preceding result, the following theorem complements 
Theorem 0.3. 
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For a local ring (R, n) recall that edim R = dim, n/n*, and set 
Note that o(R) > 2, and that o(R) = co if and only if R is regular. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let (S, m) be a local ring of embedding dimension da 2 
and R = S/I for some m-primary m-full ideal I_c m*. Then cR > 
( edi~$~~,o’“l- ‘). In particular, for any finitely generated non-free R-module 
M the sequence b:(M) has strong exponential growth with lower exponential 
bound A, for any A such that 1 < A = J( edi~d~~~?~- *).
ProoJ Suppose S/m is finite, and let (S’, mS’) be a faithfully flat exten- 
sion of S with infinite residue field and IS’ is mS’-full. Put R’ = S/IS’. 
Then R’ is isomorphic to R@, S’ and is faithfully flat over R. Thus 
b;(M) = b”‘(MC& R’). 
So we may assume S/m is infinite and I= m1: x for some x E S. 
It is clear from Definition 3.1 that the ideal ZS of the completion of S is 
mS-full and it is clearly mS-primary. Since I? = S/ZS, we can furthermore 
assume R and S are complete. Let S’ + S be a Cohen presentation of S 
with (S’, m’) a regular local ring and ker(S’ -+ S) =I”, let I’ be the 
inverse image of I in S’, and let x’ be an element of m’ which maps 
to x. By assumption one has II/I” = (m(rl/I”) : x) = ((m’I’ + P/I”) : x) = 
((m’l’ + I”) : -u’)/Z”, hence I’ = ((m’l’+ I”) : x’) 2 (m’l’ : x’) 2 I’. This shows 
that I’ is m’-full, and since it is also m’-primary we can assume S is regular. 
From the short exact sequences 
we deduce 
0 -+ mJ/mI + I/mI + IfmJ + 0, 
0 + I/mJ + J/mJ + J/I + 0, 
I(mJ/mI) =,a(+p(J) + /(J/Z). 
By Theorem 3.3 ~(1) 2 p(J), and by Lemma 3.2 J= (I: m) = (I: x) for 
some x E S. Therefore 
c,=I(mJ/mZ)~1(1:x/I)=I(S/(I, x)). 
Note that XE~-m2. Otherwise, 
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which is impossible since 1 is an m-primary ideal. Thus S/(x) is a regular 
local ring of dimension edim R - 1. Since Ic_ ma’ R), I(.S/(I, x)) 3 
I(S/(mocR), x)) = (edizEL$f-2). 
The last assertion of the theorem now follows from Theorem 1.1. 1 
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